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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is

composed of a large number of low-power

sensor nodes. Typically, these networks are

installed to collect sensed data from

sensors deployed in a large area. Within

the networks, sensors communicate among

themselves to exchange data and routing

information. Wireless Sensor networks

(WSN) consist of small nodes with

sensing, computation, and wireless

communications capabilities. In the

upcoming age of pervasive and ubiquitous

computing, it is expected that WSN will

play an essential role. Security is a

challenge in these networks due to various

reasons. In terms of WSN security issues,

the pioneering work on securing WSN

end-to-end transmission is SPINS.

However, it requires time synchronization

among sensors. A key-pool scheme was

suggested to guarantee that any two nodes

share at least one pairwise key with a

certain probability. There are several

surveys of security issues in ad hoc and

sensor networks available such as [1,2].

We discuss additional work in section 2.

Obviously, there are numerous proposals

for adding security features to WSN. Most

of them concentrate on copying and

adapting well-established approaches from

Internet-based technology. Others propose

new ideas but most of them have not yet

outlined the feasibility of their proposals

to work on real sensor nodes[2]. Besides

security architectures and special solutions

for routing or key management, the

aggregation of encrypted data in WSN

was discussed as well as the integration

of particular security layers for reliable

and secured communication. Finally, secure

overlays were proposed to address the

security concerns in WSN. Wireless

networks are usually more vulnerable to

various security threats as the unguided
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transmission medium is more susceptible

to security attacks than those of the

guided transmission medium. The

broadcast nature of the wireless

communication is a simple candidate for

eavesdropping[3,4]. In most of the cases

various security issues and threats related

to those we consider for wireless ad hoc

networks are also applicable for wireless

sensor networks. Attacks against wireless

sensor networks could be broadly

considered from two different levels of

views. One is the attack against the

security mechanisms and another is against

the basic mechanisms (like routing

mechanisms). Here we point out the major

attacks in wireless sensor networks. Most

of the works regarding public key

cryptography in wireless sensor networks

are conducted to fit the low-power

characteristic of sensor nodes. Recently,

several works have addressed or

successfully have implemented public key

schemes with current generation sensors.

Both from software and hardware

perspectives, PKC schemes have shown

reasonable performances[5].

II. ATTACKS ON SENSOR

NETWORKS

Attacks against wireless sensor

networks could be broadly considered

from two different levels of views. One is

the attack against the security mechanisms

and another is against the basic

mechanisms (like routing mechanisms).

Here we point out the major attacks in

wireless sensor networks.

- Denial of Service

- Attacks on Information in transit

- Sybil Attack

- Blackhole/Sinkhole Attack

- Hello Flood Attack

- Wormhole Attack

Most network layer attacks against

sensor networks fall into one of the

following categories [3].

1) Sinkhole attacks: to make the

compromised node look attractive to

surrounding nodes with respect to the

routing choice.

2) Spoofed, altered routing attack: to

replay routing information, create routing

loops, and to extend or shorten source

routes.

3) Selective forwarding : refuse to forward

certain messages , to simply drop them ,

and to attract or repel network traffic

4) Sybil attacks: a single node presents

multiple identities to other nodes in the

network.

5) Wormholes: adversary tunnels messages

received in one part of the network over a

low latency link and replays them in a

different part.

6) HELLO flood attacks: broadcast HELLO

packets to announce themselves to their

neighbors and define new node.

7) Acknowledgement spoofing: spoof link

layer acknowledgments for “overheard

packets" addressed to neighboring nodes.

III. SECURITY OF WIRELESS SENSOR

NETWORKS

The objective of this section is to

review the main research domains in

wireless and sensor networks security that

have been addressed in the past years.

This review can be used in two ways.

First, it provides a good summary of

recently published approaches and

solutions to problems related to wireless

security. The design of security-oriented

routing should address the following

concerns: (1) Suitability to unique WSAN

topology characteristics; e.g. how do we

utilize the small number of resource-rich

actuators to do the most calculation

intense security tasks while using the large
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number of resource constrained sensors for

lighter tasks? (2) Scalability to high density

WSANs; (3) Energy efficiency in terms of

routing overhead; (4) Favorability in terms

of security implementation.

1) Key management

Key management is still one of the most

challenging issues in ad hoc networks. The

question is how do multiple nodes

establish shared keys and how they can

revoke keys if necessary.

2) Performance and scalability

Focusing on low resource sensor networks,

the performance of secure communication

protocols and cryptographic algorithms

needs to be considered for developing

practical secure applications.

3) Access control and authentication

Access control and authentication in

wireless networks is difficult as usually no

complex security architectures such as

IPSec or Kerberos are available.

4) Security protocols

Agreement protocols and integrated

reliability and security measures are

needed in distributed low resource

networks.

5) Routing and clustering

Ad hoc routing in wireless networks

requires countermeasures against two

different threats. First, selfish nodes

exhaust resources from the entire network

without delivering any service and,

secondly, routing protocols can be attacked

to eavesdrop information packets.

6) Secure localization

Localization is a major research issue in

ad hoc and sensor networks. If no security

measures are integrated, this essential

component cannot be trusted.

7) Intrusion detection

Attacks such as address spoofing, denial of

service, and general misbehavior need to

be detected early in order not to spend

too much resources for transporting attack

packets.

IV. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

The security services of wireless sensor

networks are not altogether different from

those of other network. The goal of these

services is to protect information and

resources from attacks and misbehavior. In

dealing with network security, we will

explain the following requirements that an

effective security architecture must ensure:

1) Availability:

Ensures that the desired network services

are available whenever they are expected,

in spite of the presence of attacks. Systems

that ensure availability in MANETs seek to

combat denial of service and energy

starvation attacks, as well as node

misbehavior such as node selfishness in

packet forwarding. All these threats will

be presented later.

2) Authentication:

Ensures that communication from one

node to another is genuine. In other

words, it ensures that a malicious node

cannot masquerade as a trusted network

node.

3) Data confidentiality:

Ensures that a given message cannot be

understood by anyone other than its

(their) desired recipient(s). Data

confidentiality is typically enabled by

applying symmetric or asymmetric data

encryption.

4) Integrity:

Denotes the authenticity of data sent from

one node to another. That is, it ensures

that a message sent from node A to node

B was not modified by any malicious

node C during its transmission. If a robust

confidentiality mechanism is employed,

ensuring data integrity may be as simple

as adding one-way hashes before

encrypting messages.
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5) Non-repudiation:

In computer networks, non-repudiation is

the ability to ensure that a node cannot

deny the sending of a message that it

originated. Digital signatures may be used

to ensure this.

Public key cryptography (PKC) could

be the best choice for ensuring a

satisfactory level of security for data

transmissions within the network.

However, the major challenge of

employing a public key security scheme

directly in wireless sensor network is the

constrained energy, computation, and

memory budgets of sensors participating in

the network. Among several public key

schemes, Elliptic Curve Cryptography

(ECC) based algorithms have a proven and

acceptable performance for low powered

sensor nodes . Considering both the

software and hardware configurations,

elliptical curve based public key

cryptography (PKC) has shown relatively

better results on 8 bit mote platforms.

However, the use of certificates in such a

scheme consumes a huge amount of

bandwidth and power. A more recent

work on hardware implementation of PKC

is proposed for elliptic curve over binary

extension fields in. They have shown that

a reasonable amount of power can be

reserved in this case and thus improved

performance could be achieved without

degrading other performance parameters.

Though the actual data path is 8 bits only,

this specific purpose coprocessor can

handle operands of even 163 bits.

VII. Conclusion

Recently, the trend towards improved

service quality in wireless networks raised

major interest in the wireless networking

domain. Secure communication, key

management, attack detection, and other

issues are not yet solved properly. It

seems that application and scenario

dependent solutions are required,

especially in low resource sensor networks.
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